DISCOVER THE TRUTH BEHIND SQLITE

Nowadays, the smartphone penetration is high and gets to over 90%. People tend to rely on mobile phones in their daily lives and their personal information is mostly kept in mobile devices. According to research, the use history and personal information are kept in SQLite database (photo/video/audio excluded), and detailed information can be found in SQLite database files. Information in mobile devices is stored in corresponding files. Users can get the target information by reading the corresponding SQLite database files. SQLite Smartphone Data Recovery Master-Pro, is the kind of software specifically designed for data recovery and decryption with powerful functions and high success rate for smartphones running on Android and iOS.

FEATURES

UNIQUE FEATURES
- Recover data from messages, contacts, call logs, Internet browsers, mails, and APPs
- Recover deleted & corrupted data
- Time display conversion
- Database automatic & Manual modification
- Free and fast tech-support

DATA RECONSTRUCTION    DATA DECRYPTION    DATA EXPORTING
DATA RECOVERY
Recover data from text messages, contacts, call logs, browser history, mails, and APPs after smartphone reset. Identify and extract damaged database file. Reconstruct all the lost data based on SQLite rules including deleted and corrupted data, deleted APPs’ data, partly overwritten data, and cache data.

DATA DECRYPTION
Decrypt the encrypted data in the smartphone, especially those in the APPs, and completely export unencrypted database of SQLite.

TIME DISPLAY CONVERSION
In SQLite database, the time format is usually in its algorithm for a thirteen-digit number, which does not mean anything. Time conversion makes the time readable, after conversion, the format is year-month-day hour: minute: second. Support iOS, Android time conversion and customization.

DATABASE AUTOMATION & MANUAL MODIFICATION
In order to avoid the mistakes caused by auto-match in the program, it provides function for users to manually pinpoint keywords to precisely find all lost data that can be recovered for reconstruction.

OTHER FILES SCANNING
For the files which are not standard database files (such as cache files) or not existed caused by some operations (such as resetting mobile phones), it can help the user with easy scanning.

DATA EXPORTING
Export data into Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, facilitate data in Excel to further analysis and look up.